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Abstract . In this paper , a relationship between the classical theory
of computat ion and fract al geometry is est ablish ed. It erated Function
Syst ems are used as tool s to define fractals. It is shown t hat two
questions about Iterat ed Function Systems are und ecidable: to t est
if t he attractor of a given It erat ed Fun ction Syst em and a given line
segment int ersect and to test if a given It erated Funct ion Syst em is
totally disconnected. T he proofs are very simple and are obtained by
reducing the Post Correspondence P roblem and by interp ret ing strings
as numb ers and conca tenation operat ions as compositions of affine
t ransformations. These results show that for every Turing machine
there exists a fract al set which can be viewed, in a certain sense,
as geomet rically encoding the complement of the language accepted
by t he machine. One can build a fractal-based geometrical model of
computation which is computationally universal.

1. Introduction

The emerging science of complex systems has brought remarkable insights
into the nat ure of the universe and life. Breaking across disciplinary bound
aries, complex systems abound in physics, biology, mathematics, ecology,
economics, meteorology, and many other fields [7]. Geometrically, one can
display the workings of such complex systems as fractal images. A fractal
image is often viewed as the chaot ic set of a dynami cal system.

In this paper , the intuitive fact that fractals are complex obj ects is made
precise from a computationa l poin t of view by proving that there do not exist
algorit hms to answer cert ain simple questions about fractals.

The notion of undecidability is imp ortant in the theory of computation.
A Turing machine is a simple computing device but can have complicated
behavior. Rice's Theorem states that any nontrivial property of a recursively
enumerable language is und ecidable. Similarly, fract als can be genera ted by
rather simple iterative meth ods. But as we will show, iterat ive methods can
simulate the workings of a Thring machine and hence produce complicated
sets . Here the Thring machine provides t he role of a dynamical system and
th e fractal image associated with it encodes its "chaot ic" set (the words which
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are not accepted by the Turing machine and may lead to an infinit e behavior
in which the machine never halt s).

This paper was motivated by a conjecture by Penrose in his book [11] th at
the Mand elbrot set is und ecidable und er any reasonable model of computa
tion over the real numb ers. He speculates that fractals might be a graphical
way of looking at non-recursive mathematics. But Penrose in his book is
faced with the problem of dealing with real numb ers and raises computabil
ity questions. What is a "computable" real numb er?

There are some inherent philosophi cal problems in dealing with real num
bers which have infinit e description and these problems come to surface under
a t heory of computation over the reals when simple questions turn out to be
undecidable. Though early ideas on the sub ject date back to Turing [12], a
natural and invariant theory of computat ion over th e reals does not exist.
Under a recentl y developed mod el of computation over the reals which seems
to be more natural tha n t he earlier models, fractal sets have been shown to
be undecidable [3]. But can th ese questions be answered under t he classical
mod el of computation over the integers (or rationals)?

The advantage of working under the Turing machine mod el is that it is
the model in which you can prove that some problem is computationa lly
unsolvable. And t his mod el is a natural, rigorous and invari ant one, unlike
a theory of comp utation over the reals.

We show that even under the classical theory of computation over t he
rational numb ers, in which the Turing machine is the mod el of computation,
one can prove some questions about fract als t o be undecidable.

Fract al geometry was pioneered by Mandelbrot who showed that many
natural obj ects and phenomena have fractal characterist ics [10]. We use It
era ted Function Systems (IFS ) as our basic mechanism to generate fract als.
Iterated Func tion Systems were introduced by Hutchinson [9] and have been
further developed and applied to image generation and compression by Barns
ley [1]. An IFS is a collect ion of N cont ractive affine t ransformations. We
rest rict the coefficients of these affine t ransformations to be rational numb ers.
An IFS defines a unique set which is the fixed point of a mapping obtained by
applying these N affine transformations and th en taking th e union . Using an
iterati ve method, one can obtain an approximation of this fixed point . The
fixed point is called th e attrac tor of the IFS. It is the fractal defined by the
IFS. The iterative method is called the Deterministic Algorithm for IFS.

In thi s pap er , a numb er of simple questions about IFS are shown to be
undecidable . For example, given an IFS defined on the unit square [0, 1j2 ,
th ere is no algorit hm to test if its fract al intersects the diagonal line segment
with endpoints (0, 0) and (1, 1). This also proves the problem of testing t he
emptiness of intersection of fractals defined by two given IFSs is undecid
able. Another und ecidable problem is whether or not a given IFS is totally
disconnected.

The pro ofs are quite st ra ightforward. The basic idea is to interpret st rings
as numb ers and to implement concatenation as the composit ion of affine
transformations. The proofs are obtained by reducing the Post Corr espon-
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dence Problem (PCP) and its variants. These results allow one to build a
simple "geomet rical" mod el of computation based on IFS which is computa
tionally universal.

By encoding the Universal Thring Machine, we const ruct two undecidable
sets . One of th e sets is a map of a family of parametrized IFSs and is
reminiscent of the definition of the Mand elbro t set . We also consider one
generalizat ion of IFS th at has been investigat ed in literature [4, 5] called
Mutually Recursive Func tion Systems (MRFS). The und ecidable probl ems
for IFS can be easily reduced to undecidability of membership and inclusion
probl ems for MRFS . Mutually Recursive Func tion Systems are int eresting as
th ey define a richer class of fractals and are useful in image compression.

The results of this pap er show how the fractal geometry and computability
theory are relat ed. And since the fract al geomet ry has st rong links with
dynamical systems, one sees that these three scientifically rich disciplines
convey the same basic message, that is, t ha t finitely describable and simple
systems have seemingly complex and provably unpredict able behavior. Such
systems are ubiquitous.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In sect ion 2, we state PCP
and define IFS. In sect ion 3, we inform ally describ e th e results of thi s pap er
by showing a fractal-based geometrical mod el of computation. In sect ion 4,
a number of variations of PCP are stated and proved. In section 5, we show
two unde cidable problems about IFS. Other relat ed results are also given in
thi s sect ion. In sect ion 6, we list open problems for further research.

2. P reliminaries

2.1 Undecidability

We assume that the reader is familiar wit h the basic theory of computa
tion [8].

We briefly describ e the not ations for w-st rings, a st ring of infinit e length,
and w-languages . An w-language is a set of w-strings. The symbol w im
plies infinite repetition. Thus the w-st ring 001w is equivalent to 001111 ... .
The w-language 0*1w is th e set of all w-strings having finit ely many Os fol
lowed by infinit ely many Is (t his language is also an w-regular language).
Similarly, one can define w-relat ions. For exa mple, {(O, 1) + (1,Onw is an w
relation which contains ordered pairs of w-strings {(0'10'20'3 ... , , 0 2, 2 . ..n
where a. , Ii E {O, I} and o; i- Ii for all i. The sets of all finit e words and
w-st rings over an alphabet ~ are ~* and ~w , respectively, and ~oo denotes
~* U ~w.

For the sake of completeness, we define the noti on of computability. A
model of computation is said to be computationally un iversal if it is equiva
lent to t he Turing Machine model. Note that we rely on t he Church-Turing
thesis, which states that all intuitively computable functions can be com
pu ted by Thring Machin es. Evidence for this thesis is that all the mod els of
computation proposed so far have been found to be equivalent to the Turing
Machine mod el even though th ese models look quite different on the surface.
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A language accepted by a Thring Machine is called recursively enume r
able. A language accepted by at least one Thring Machine which halts on all
inputs is called recursive. One can encode prob lems as languages. For a given
problem, if the corresponding language is recursive, then it is decidable, oth
erwise it is undecidable. The quest ion as to whether a given Turing machine
halts on a given inpu t is unde cidable and is known as the Haltin g Prob
lem. Anot her well-known undecidable problem is the Post Correspondence
Problem (PCP) . Given lists A and B of k strings each from ~' , say

does there exist a sequence of integers iI , i2, . . . , im wit h m 2: 1 such that

The sequence iI , i2, .. . , im is called a solution of thi s inst ance of PC P.
The proof of the und ecidability of PCP is well known but relevant to this

paper . We out line this proof below.
To prove that PCP is undecidable one first proves that a modified version

of PCP (which we refer to as M-P CP) can be reduced to PCP. M-PCP is
stated as follows.

Given lists A and B of k strings each from ~' , say,

does there exist a sequence of integers iI , i2, ... , im with m 2: 1 such that

where one is required to start with the first string of each list and these
strings are not used again, that is, i j i- 1 for all 1 :::; j :::; m. Note th at the
condit ion i j i- 1 is not explicit ly given in [8] but can be implied from the
proof.

To see why M-PCP can be reduced to PCP, we const ruct an instance of
PCP with lists having k + 1 st rings and two special symbols $ and # such
that

A' = $#, Zl , Z2 , Z3, . . . , Zk , $

B ' = $Yl, Y2, Y3, . . . , Yk, #$

where z; is obtained from ui; by placing # after each symbol and Yi is obtained
from Xi by placing # before each symbol.

The Halting Pro blem reduces to M-PCP as follows. A given inst ance of
t he Halt ing Problem (M, w) is convert ed into two lists with k st rings each.
In this reduct ion, the first st ring in one of the lists depends on the input
st ring w . The first st ring of the other list is the same. The rest of the k - 1
strings just depend on the Thring machine M . Thi s inst ance of M-PC P has
a solution if and only if M halts on w. For details see [8].
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2.2 Iterated Function Systems

An IFS is given by N cont ractive transformations WI ,W2 , . .. ,WN on a com
plete metri c space (X ,d). We write

Typically, X is taken to be k-dimensional Eucl idean space (in fact , we restrict
X to be [0, l ]k) and the t ransformations are affine .

For example, a two-dimensiona l affin e transformation W : R 2
----7 R 2 is

defined by

W (X) = (all a12) ( X) + (b1)
y an a22 Y b2

where th e constants aij and b, are rational numb ers (since we are working
under th e classical theory of computat ion t hat does not allow the coefficients
to be reals). Similarly, a one-dime nsional affine transform ation W : R ----7 R
is defined by w(x) = ax +b. Likewise, we can define an affine transformat ion
on R " for all integers n > 2.

For each IFS there is a unique set A which is th e fixed point of the
mapping W : H (X) ----7 H (X ) where H (X ) is th e set of nonempty comp act
subset s of the complete met ric space (X ,d). The map W is defined as

for all B E H (X ). For proof of the exist ence and uniqueness of A see [1].
This invariant set A is called the atiracior of the IFS. It is a fract al since

it is union of smaller copies of itself:

The attractor A can be characterized as follows. Consider the alphabet

I; = {WI,W2, ... ,WN}

by treating W i as a "symbol." Consider a mapping ¢ : I;w ----7 X defined by:

where 0' = 0'10'2 .. . and J, E I; for all i and x is any point in X. The fact
th at the above limit is independent of x follows from th e contractivity of the
transformations. If ¢(0') = a then 0' is called an address of a. In [1] it is
shown that ¢ map s I;W onto A.

Consider the IFS {[a,1]2;WI ,W2, . . . ,WN} where WI,W2, . . . ,WN are N
contractive affine t ran sformations mapp ing the unit square [0, 1]2 into itself.
The at t ractor A can be described as th e output of the following iterative
algorithm:

1. Initialize a set S = {U} of parallelograms where U is the unit square
[0, IF·
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2. Execute an infinite loop consist ing of t he following ste p:

• Apply the N affine tran sformations on all the parallelograms in S
to get a new set which replaces the old one.

The limiting value of S is the fract al defined by the IFS. T he above algorithm
is called the Deterministic Algorithm for IFS. One could have initialized S
to be {B} where B is any nonempty compact subset of [0,1]2 (see [1]).

T he attractor A can be equivalent ly defined as

00

A= ns;
n=I

where Sn is the value of S after the nth iteration. At the nth iterative step
we have all the parallelograms obt ained by applying all possible sequences of
t ransformations of length n on the unit square, that is,

for all sequences i I, i2 , . .. ,in ' Note that each parallelogram at an iterat ive
step is a proper subset of some parallelogram at the previous step and a
superset of some parallelogram at the next step . Every point in the attrac to r
is t he limit point of some sequence of such neste d parallelograms [5].

Example 1. In Figure 1 we show the first three ste ps of the Deterministic
Algorithm on the IFS { [a ,W;WI , W 2 , W 3 } where

WI(X , y) = (a.5x,a.5y)
W 2 (X , y) = (a.5x + 0.5,a.5y)
W 3 ( X , y) = (a.5x,a.5y + 0.5).

T he attracto r is shown Figure l (d) and is the well-known Sierpinski Tri an
gle. Other examples of IFS which generate images of ferns , trees, clouds,
mountains, forests etc . will be found in [1]. One can also generate grey or
color images by associating probabilit ies with the affine transformations.

3. A geometrical model of computation?

In t his sect ion, we present the results of this pap er in an informal , graphic
way by first proposing a mod el of comp utation in which an IFS is a machine.
The "sun-computer" described below is inspired by a suggest ion of bui lding
a digit al sundial by pro jecting shadows of a fractal set [6].

Let M be a TUring Machine. Consider a fractal set A, a source of light
(such as t he sun), a screen, and a photon detector as shown in Figure 2.
The fractal set A has th e following int riguin g property. Take any word w.
Compute two rational numb ers 'ljJ (w) and e(w) where 'ljJ and e are some fixed
effect ive mappi ngs. Now project parallel light rays onto the fractal set A
where t he slope of t he light rays is 'ljJ (w). Make a hole in t he screen at
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Figur e 1: Illust rat ion of the IFS Determin ist ic Algorithm. Subfigures
(a) , (b) , and (c) show the parallelograms afte r the first , second and
t hird iterations, respectively, where B denotes a blank region which is
not going to be a par t of the att ractor. Note how each parallelogram
"splits" into three smaller parallelograms after each iterat ion . Subfig
ure (d) shows the classic Sierpinski Tr iang le. By a judicious choice of
t ransformations, one can genera te images of ferns, trees, mountains,
clouds, flowers etc . By allowing t ransformations other tha n affine
transformat ions, IFS can also generate J ulia sets.

position B(w). Near the hole, but on the opposite side of t he screen, place
the photon detector. An interest ing prop erty of the set A is

A photon is detected if and only if w E L(M ).

Furthermore, suppose 'ljJ (w) depends only upon the length of the word wand
approaches zero as the lengt h becomes large. Thus one can enumera te all
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Photon =? wE L(M )

No Photon =? w (j. L(M )

I photon detector I

Figure 2: A fract al-based "sun-computer": for every Turing machine
M t here exists a fract al set A which grap hically "encodes" t he behav
ior of M on all inpu t s. The slope of the sun 's rays and the pos it ion
of t he screen depend on the input word w.

the words in L(M ) (and in its complement ) by let t ing the sun go down in
approp riate ste ps. At each stage, we use the same screen but with hole at
different locations (alternat ively one may keep the hole fixed bu t move t he
screen up or down). Wh en the sun finally sets , one would have enumera ted
all words in lexicographi c order!

Though t he above might seem a way to o graphic for describing the sim
ple operation of testin g if a fractal set intersects a line, it illustrat es a link
between t he fractal geometry and t he notion of computability. Note that the
set A contains points corresponding to the complement of L(M ) which might
not be recursively enumerable. And therefore in a posit ive way, it supports
Penrose's speculat ion t hat fractals might be a graphical way of looking at
non-recurs ive mathematics (under the classical theory of computation) .

We will show lat er in t his paper in Theorem 4 t hat for every Turing
Machine M such a fractal set A exists and it is a fractal defined by an
IFS using affine transformations which only scale and t ranslate. We first
prove a lemma which states that t here is a semi-procedure to test if a fractal
defined by an IFS does not int ersect a line segment, t hat is, t his procedure is
guaranteed to terminate only if the IFS does not intersect the line segment .
This is analogous to the semi-procedure to test if a Turing machine halts on
an input -s-one just lets the Turing machine run on the input and therefore
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this actual simulat ion is guar anteed to terminate if t he machine does in fact
halt on the input . But since th ere is no semi-proced ure to test if it does not
halt , th e Haltin g Problem is undecidable.

Lemma 1. Let {R 2 ; W I , W 2 , . . . ,WN } be an IFS consisting of affine trans
formations with rational coefficients. Let L be a line segment with rational
endpoints. Then there is a procedure which terminates if and only if the
attractor A of the IFS does not intersect L .

Proof. It is easy to verify that at each iterative step of the Deterministi c
Algorithm each parallelogram is a prop er subset of some parallelogram of t he
previous iterative step and is a superset of some parallelogram at the next
ste p. This is because for any sequence iI , i2 , .. . , in, we have

This implies t hat if at any iterative step none of th e parallelograms in
tersects th e line segment L , th en the attrac tor A does not intersect L. Also
if t he att ractor does not intersect L , th en at some iterat ive step none of the
parallelograms intersect L . To see why t his is true, assume the cont rary.
Then there is a sequence of parallelograms PI ::) P2 ::) P3 ::) ... where Pi is
generated at the ith iteration ste p such that Pi n L i 0 for all i . But then
this implies that there is a point x E L ,PI , P2 , P3 , . . . . But

DO

A = n Si
i = l

where Si is the set of parallelograms after the ith iteration. Hence, x E A
which implies t hat A intersects L. T his is a cont radict ion.

The semi-procedure consists of running the Deterministic Algorithm on
t he IFS . If, at any ste p, none of the para llelograms intersects L, t hen we
terminate the pro cedure. •

Does t here exist a semi-proc edure which will terminate if t he attractor
intersects th e line segment? Obviously if there is one, th en the problem of
tes t ing th e emptiness of the intersection of the attractor and a line segment
would be decidable. But if our sun-computer is correct , then t he Halting
Problem is decidable. But as we will show lat er in this paper, th at th e
sun-computer is correct and th erefore there does not exist any such semi
procedure.

Lemma 1 suggest s a fract al-based mod el of computation. The classical
models of computat ion proposed by Post , Turing, Church, Kleene, and oth
ers , are all symbol manipulation systems. Und er our model of computation
one can work in a different abst ract domain- of geometrical shapes and op
erations defined on those shapes . No symbols are necessary.

We will build an IFS-like machine. Call such a machine M. It s program
is noth ing bu t N contractive geometrical operations which allow M to scale,
translate and rotate a geometrical object (which will be a parallelogram).
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The machine simply executes the IPS Deterministi c Algorithm and has the
added capacity for receiving input and for "looking" at the arrangement of
the objects:

1. T he input to M is a line segment L .

2. M starts with a set S = {U} of parallelograms where U is th e unit
square [0,1]2. It th en ent ers an infinite loop consist ing of the following
two steps:

Copying: M applies the N geometrical operations on all the parallel
ograms in S to get a new set which replaces the old one just as in
the IPS Deterministi c Algorithm.

Test ing ( "Looking"): M tests if any parallelogram in S intersects
L. If none intersects, it accepts L and st ops.

Of course , in order to show the equivalence of the above geomet rical model
of computat ion with th e TUring Machine model, we need to interpret st rings
as geomet rical ent it ies and vice-versa . We must also be able to work with
line segments and affine transformat ions specified by rati onal numbers. But
th e point is that this IPS-based model of computation can be viewed in a
purely geometrical sens e. And each such machine defines a fractal which is a
graphical encoding (in some sense) of st rings not in t he language.

It could be argued th at one can, for example, build a non-symbolic mod el
of computation using "t iles" and the simple operation of putting together
matching tiles since the t iling problem in the plane is undecidable. However,
th e author believes that such a t ile-based mode l of computation st ill lacks th e
pure geometrical nature of the IPS mod el since t iles are act ually "symbols."
Moreover, it does not define in the limiting case a unique pattern which
cont ains information about the behavior of the machine on all inputs.

4. Variants of PCP

One can use P CP and M-PCP prob lems to show that a numb er of other
variants are also und ecidable.

Theorem 1. Given two lists (Xl, X2 ," " XN) and (YI ,Y2, . . . ,YN) of strings
in L;* , the following problem s are undecidable:

I-PCP: It is unde cidable to test if PCP has an infini te solution, that is, an
in fini te sequence i I , i 2, . . . such that

MI-PCP: It is undecidable to test ifPCP has an infini te solution 1, i I , i 2, . . .
where i j f- 1 for all j 2: 1.
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TI-PCP: It is undecidable to test if there exist two different infinite se
quences i l,i2 , . · . and i . ,» ,. .. such that

Proof. Both I-P CP and MI-PC P are well-known undecidable problems. To
see why the latter is undecidable, consider the pro of of the undecidabili ty of
M-PC P in [8] . Without loss of genera lity assume that t he Turing machine
M halts on an input word W if and only if it accepts w. Modify t he proof so
that if M ente rs an accept ing state then there cannot be a finite solut ion (an
easy modification is to just remove Group II I and Group IV pairs of st rings
whose purp ose in the original proof for M-PC P is to ensure that there is a
finite solution if M ente rs any accept ing state) . It follows that there is an
infinite solut ion of P CP if and only if M never halts on w. Then reduce
MI-PC P to I-PCP in the same mann er as M-PC P is reduced to P CP.

We now reduce I-PCP to TI-PCP. Let th e given inst ance of I-P CP be

over some alphabet 2:;. Now const ruct two lists each wit h 2M +2 strings over
2:; U {I , 2, . .. , M } U {$, # } as follows:

($, VI, V2, · ··, VM , $, WI , W2,· · · , WM)

($#, 1#, 2# , . . . ,M # ,$, # 1, #2,. .. ,#M)

thi s instance of T I-P CP will have a solut ion if and only if I-P CP has a
solut ion. To see why thi s is t rue , suppose t here exist two different sequences
i l,i2, .. . and jl ,j2, .. . such that

Xi , Xi2 . .. = Xj , Xj2 ...

Without loss of generalit y assume that the sequences differ at th e first po
sit ion. Then one of Yi , and Y j , has to be $# and the other has to be $.
Assume t ha t Yi , is $#. Then Yi2 Yi 3Yi4 •.• and Yj2YJsYj4 . .. have to be of the
form kl #k2#k3# .. . and #k l #k2#k3 . . . , respectively, where kl , k2 , k3 , ... E
{I , 2, . .. ,M}. This would enforce a solut ion of I-P CP if and only if TI-PCP
has a solut ion. •

By reducing t he Halting Problem for th e Universal Turing machine one
can prove the above problems to be undecidable for fixed lists.

Theorem 2. There exist two lists (xz, X3, " " XN) and (YI,Yz, . . . ,YN) such
that for a given string X I , PCP, M-PCP, I-PCP, MI-PCP, and TI-PCP are
undecidable.

We refer to versions of MI-PCP and TI -PCP for the Universal Turing Ma
chine as U-MI-P CP and U-TI-PCP.
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5. Undecidable Pr oblems about IFS

The undecidabili ty pro ofs for IF S are quite st raightforward. The basic idea
is to interp ret st rings as numbers in the uni t interval [0, 1]. A st ring w E E*
(note that a is not in E = {I , . . . , d - I} ) is interpreted as a rat ional number
by put t ing the radix point to the left and interpreting the st ring in base
d notat ion. Thus if E = {1, 2} then the string 2112 is interpreted as the
te rnary number 0.2112. Similarly we can interp ret w-strings as real numbers.
Formally, define an interpretati on junction I such that

I : Eoo ----> [0, 1]

where Eoo denotes the set of bo th finit e and w-st rings over E. Define I (E) = a
where E is the null st ring.

The following lemma illust rates how concatena t ion of st rings can be car
ried out as the composit ion of affine t ransformat ions.

Lemma 2. Let E = {I , 2, . .. , d - I} and let I : Eoo ----> [0, 1] be an int erpre
tation function defined above.

For every string w E E*, define a one-dimensional affine transforma tion
t" : [0, 1] ----> [0, 1] with

r (x ) = d~ l x + I (w).

Th en the following hold: Th en I is non-surjective and its restriction to E W

is injective.

1. Let w E E* and let x E EOO . Then

I (wx ) = r (I(x)) .

2. Let Ul , U2 , " " Ui E E* where i ~ 1. Th en

3. Let U l ,U2, ... E E+ Th en

where x is any real number.

4. Let Ul , U 2 , .. . , UN E E+ and let R = { Ul + U 2 + ' . ' + U N } w <:;;; E W for some
N ~ 1. Let A be the attractor of the IFS {[0,1];r1,r2 , ... ,r N } .

Then I : R ----> A is a bijection.

Pr oof. A number in [0, 1] has at least one and at most two w-representations
under base-d not ation for any d. If it has two w-representat ions t hen they
are of the forms:

0.b1 b2 ... bk - 1 bk (d -1) (d - 1) (d - 1) . ..
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and

a.bI b2 . . . bk - i (bk + 1) aaa.. .
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where bs, b2 , . . . , bk are digits and bk i= (d - 1). Clear ly I is not surject ive
since a 't ~ and therefore any number which has a a in its representation(s)
would not have a pre-image. It is inject ive when restricted to ~w since every
numb er in the range of I which has two representations, will have only the
st ring corresponding to the first of the two representations given ab ove as its
pre-image, aga in since a't ~.

1. Let w = WIW2 . . . wlwl. Then I (w ) = a.WiW2 · .. wlwl. Let a = I (x ) and
let the representation of a be a.aia2a3 . . . (which is finit e if x is finit e).
Then th e represent ation of d-1w1a is

a.~ aia2a3 . . .
Iwl t imes

and therefore d- 1wla + I (w ) = r(a) is

which is precisely I (wx ). T hus I (wx ) = r(I(x ))

2. Note that I (w) = r (a) for all w E ~* . Repeatedly apply the fact t hat
I (wx ) = r (I(x)) after let tin g w = Ui and x = U2U3 . .. Ui.

3. Clearly I (Ui ), I (UiU2), I (UiU2U3) . . . have representations with match
ing digits and which become longer and longer,

To see why in t he infinite case th e above limit does not depend on
th e real number you start with, not e that funct ion jUj for any j is
contract ive with contractiv ity factor 1/ d1ujl < 1. The maximum of the
contract ivity factors of t hese functions is determined by the smallest of
th e lengths of U i , U2, . . ., denoted by s . Then for any two real numb ers
x , y E R ,

which tends to zero as i tends to infinity. In the above equation,
d(a,b) is the Euclidean distance between two real numb ers (in th e one
dimensional case, it is la- bl) .
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4. Recall that the attractor of the IFS is

A = U lim r'(r 2
( •.• (ri(x)) . . .))

R '~OOwE
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where W = WIW2W3 . . . and ui , E {Ul , U2 , · ·. ,UN } for all i and x is any
real number . That is,

A = U I (WIW2W3 . .. ) = U I (w ).
wE R w ER

Thus A = I (R ) and therefore 1 : R ----> A is surjective. And since 1 is
injective on ~w , we see that 1 : R ----> A is bijective. •

Example 2 . Let ~ = {I , 2, .. . , 9} and let p = 124, q = 4 and r = 91845 be
three st rings in ~* . Then we have

jP(x) = 1O- 3x + 0.124

r(x) = lO- lx + 0.4

r(x) = 1O- 5x + 0.91845

One can check that the results of Lemma 2 hold. For example, pick any
string s in ~oo , say s = 4276. T hen

I (ps) = 1(1244276) = 0.1244276 = jP(0.4276) = jP(I(s)).

Now consider the IFS {[O , 1]; P ,t",r} . It s attractor consists of precisely
those numbers which have represent ations of t he form:

where u; E {124, 4, 91845} for all i. But this is exactly I (R ) with R =
{124 + 4 + 91845}w.

We genera lize Lemma 2 to two dimensions. Pairs of strings are interpreted
as points in the unit square, t hat is,

1 : ~oo x ~oo ----> [0, 1]2

with

I (u ,v) = (I (u),I(v)) for all u,v E ~oo.

Lemma 3. Let ~ = {1,2, . .. ,d -I} and let 1 : ~oo x ~oo ----> [0,1]2 be
the interpretation function defined above. Th en 1 is non-surjective and its
restriction to ~w x ~w is injective.

Let (Xl ,Yl) ,(X2 ,Y2),(X3,Y3) . . . E ~+ x ~+. Let gi : [0,1]2 ----> [0, 1]2 bea
two-dimensional affine transformation defined as

gi ( ~) = ( d-~Xil d-~Yil ) ( ~) + n~~:n
Th en the following hold:
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1. Let (r , s) E ~oo x ~oo . Then for all i 2: 1,

l UXi,Yi), (r, s)) = 9i(I(r, s)).
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2. For all i 2: 0,

I ( X1X2 ... Xi ) = 91 (92(. .. (9i(0)) . .. ))
Y1Y2··· Yi

where 0 is the zero vector.

3. Let z be any point in the real plane. Th en

I ( X1X2X3" ') = lim 91(92(. . . (9i(Z)) . . .))
Y1Y2Y3' . . ,~oo

4. Let R = {(Xl ,Y1)+(X2,Y2) + . '+(XN,YN)}W~ ~w X ~w with N 2: 1. Let
A be the at tractor of the IFS { [a, 1]2;91 , 92, . . . , 9N}. Then I : R -7 A
is a bijection.

Now we can see why certain problems concerning IFS are undecidable.
Lemmas 2 and 3 show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between
the concatenation of st rings , and th e applicat ion of th e corresponding affine
tr ansformations. Thus one can reduce quest ions on strings obtained by con
catenation to questions on numb ers obtained by application of affine trans
formations. Since th e attrac to r of an IFS is nothing bu t a set of numb ers
obtained by the application of affine transformations, one can reduce unde
cidable problems on st rings to und ecidable problems on IFS.

Theorem 3. Given an IFS, it is undecidable to test if it s attractor intersects
the diagonal line segment having endpoints (0,0) and (1, 1).

Proof. Consider an inst ance of I-P CP. Let the two lists be

(X l, X2 , " " XN ) and (Y1 ,Y2 , · · · ,YN) .

Consider th e IFS

no,1]2;91,92, ' " ,9N}

and let 9i : [0,1 ]2 -7 [0, IFbe a two-dimensional affine transformation defined
as

9i ( ~ ) = (d-~X;I d-~Y; I ) ( ~) + (~~~:D .
Then there exists an infinit e solut ion of I-P CP if and only if the attractor of
th e IFS intersects the diagonal line segment.

Let R = {(Xl ,yd + (X2, Y2) + .. .+ (XN ,YN )}W and let A be th e attractor
of the IFS .

There exists an infinite solut ion of the I-PCP if and only if there exists
a E ~w such that (o, o ) E R. Moreover , A intersects the diagonal if and only
if there exists a E [0, 1] such that (a,a) E A.
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Since from Lemma 3 I : R ---> A is a bijection,

e3a)(a,a) E Riff (:3a)(a,a) E A.

Simant Dube

That is, there exists an infinite solut ion of I-PCP if and only if A inter sects
the diagonal line. This completes the proof. •

Theorem 4. Let M be a Turing machine. Th en there exists an IFS with
at tractor A <;;: [0, IF and two fixed mappings 1(;, e:2::* ---> Q n [0, 1] such that
for any word w E 2::*, the following holds,

wE L(M) iff An L = 0,

where L is a line segment in the unit square with slope 1(; (w) and int ercept
e(w).

Proof. Consider th e proo f of und ecidability of MI-PCP where a given
instance of a Turing machine M and a st ring w is reduced to an inst ance of
MI-PCP such tha t there exists an infinit e solut ion of MI-PCP if and only if
w tf- L (M ). Let the inst ance of MI-PCP be the two lists:

Let th e alphabet used be D". Rewrite these st rings in an alphabet of the form
2:: = {I , 2, ... , 1D" I}· Recall that one is requir ed to start with the first pair
(X l, Yl ) and thi s pair is never used aga in.

In [8], we find tha t Xl = # qow# and Yl = # where # is a special
marker and qo is the symbol for th e initial state of M. One can also let
Xl = qow# and Yl = E. We choose th e latt er pair of st rings for simplicity.
Let gi : [0, IF ---> [0, 1]2 be a two-dimensional affine transformation defined
as in t he proof of Theorem 3 corresponding to (Xi,Yi).

Consider the IPS {[a, IF;g2, g3 ,"" gN}. Note th at gl is not a transfor
mation of this IPS and therefore its t ransforma tions depend only on M . Let
its at tra ctor be A. Now we claim that there is an infinit e solut ion of MI-PCP
if and only if gl (A) intersects th e diagonal line segment .

Let R = {(X2 ,Y2) + (X3 ,Y3)+ ... + (XN,YN)}Wand recall that I: R ---> A
is a bijection. Also recall that

Now we the prove the above claim as follows:

there exists an infinite solution of MI-PCP

iff (:3(a' /) E R) xla = Yli
iff (:3 (a'/ ) E R) I (xw) = I (Yli ).
iff (:3 (a, I) E R) d- 1x11I(a) + I( Xl) = d- jY11I(r ) + I (yd

iff (:3 (a, / ) E R) gl(I (a) ,I(r) ) E {(p,q ) E [0, 1] 2 1p = q}
iff (:3a E [0, 1]) (a,a) E gl(A) .
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Let m = d- 1x,1and b = I (Xl ). Since Yl = E, we have that d-1vd = 1 and
I (Yl ) = O. T hus,

gl(X,y) = (mx +b,y) .

Hence, gl(A) intersects the diagonal if and only if A intersects the line seg
ment with slope m and intercept b. To finish the proof, set

'IjJ (w) = d- 1qow#1 and e(w) = I (qow# ).

Thus w E L(M ) if and only if there is not an infinite solut ion of MI-PCP
if and only if A does not intersect th e line segment with slope 'IjJ (w) and
intercept e(w). •

Theorems 3 and 4 imply that it is undecidable to test if the intersection
of the attracto rs of two IFSs is empty. This is because for every line segment ,
th ere exists a simple IFS with two transformations which has the line segment
as its att rac tor.

We now prove another interest ing undecidability result about IFS. Let

nO,1]2;WI , W 2 , . . . , WN }

be an IFS with attractor A. The IFS is called totally disconnected if and
only if each point in A has a unique address . Equivalently, the IFS is totally
disconn ected if and only if for all i , j E {I , 2, . .. , N },if:. j and

wi(A) n wj (A) = 0.

Note th at being totally disconnected is a property of the IFS and not its
at t ractor. A set is called totally disconnected if its only nonempty connected
subsets are singleton points. A totally disconnected attrac tor of an IFS is
called a Cantor set. If an IFS with two affine transformations is to tally
disconnected, then its attrac tor is also totally disconnected, that is, a Cantor
set . Moreover , if such an IFS is not totally disconnected , then its attractor is
a connected set [1]. A Julia set is defined by an IFS with two transform ations
(which are not affine) and th erefore a Julia set can either be a Cantor set or
connected. However th is is not t rue in th e case of an IFS with more th an
two tr ansformations. Such an IFS might have an attractor which is neither
a Cantor set nor connected .

We show that there exists a semi-proce dure for test ing if a given IFS is
to tally disconnected.

Lemma 4. There exists a procedure which, given an IFS as inpu t, will ter
minate if and only if the IFS is totally disconnected.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 1. An IFS is to tally dis
connected if and only if during the execut ion of the Deterministic Algorithm
there exists an i such that all th e parallelograms obtained by applying all
possible sequences of transformations of length i are mutually disjoint , that
is, at th e ith iterative step the parallelograms become mut ually disjoint.
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Here we consider S, t he set of parallelograms, to be a collection rath er th an
a set. For example, two of t he affine t ransformat ions might be the same,
bu t the sequences of tra nsformat ions containing them and the corresponding
parallelograms would be considered distinct .

Sufficiency is clear , because parallelograms at any step are subsets of
those at the previous ste p and each of t he parallelograms is obtained by
a unique finite sequence of affine t ransformations. And since every point
in the attrac tor is the limit of nested para llelograms obtained by app lying
arb itra rily long sequences, t he point will have a unique address.

Conversely, suppose the IFS is totally disconnected but the parallelo
grams never become mut ually disjoint . T hen there exists a sequence of pairs
of parallelograms (PI, Qd , (Pz, Qz), (P3,Q3), ' " at th e successive iterations
such that P I ::J Pz ::J P3 ::J "', QI ::J Qz ::J Q3 ::J " ', and Pi n Qi =1= 0.
Thus there exists a point x E Pi n Qi for all i which is in the at t rac tor A,
and there exist two possible infinite sequences of affine transformati ons (ad
dresses) for generating it- one which generates the P/ s and t he other which
genera tes the Qi 'S dur ing the execut ion of the Deterministic Algorit hm. But
thi s cont radicts the assumption that th e IFS is totally disconnect ed.

Thus the semi-procedure consists of running the Determini stic Algorithm
on t he IFS , which would then terminate it if all the para llelograms become
mut ua lly disjoint at some iterative step . •

We will now show t hat the problem of testi ng whet her or not a given
IFS is totally disconnected is und ecidable, that is, there does not exist a
semi-procedure which terminates if a given IFS is not totally disconnected.

Theorem 5. Given an IFS, it is undecidable to test if it is totally discon
nected.

Proof. We will reduce TI -P CP to t he given problem. Let

(XI,XZ, ... , XN) and (YI,YZ ,· .. ,YN)

be an instance of TI -P CP an d consider the IFS

where gi is defined as in Theorem 3. We claim that t he IFS is totally discon
nected if and only if t here exists a solut ion to thi s inst ance of TI -PCP.

Suppose the IFS is totally disconnected. Then there exists a point with
two different addresses i l i z . .. and jdz .. .. That is, for any point z in the
real plane,

In oth er words,
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or

X i ,Xi2 ' " = X j, x h ' "

Yi , Yi 2 . . . = Yj , Yj2 . ...
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T hus there is a solut ion to TI-PCP. And since the reverse argument is also
valid, the if part of the claim is also true . This completes t he proof of the
theorem. •

Related results

One could also prove Theorems 4 and 5 by reducing U-MI-PCP and U-TI
PCP, respectively.

Consider T heorem 4. Let the Turing Machine be the Universal Turing
Machine. One calls the correspo nding IFS t he "universa l" IFS as it encodes
the workings of the Universal Tur ing Machine. Denote its at tractor by Au
and consider the set

H = {(m , b) E (Q x Q) n [0, 1J 2
1 Au intersects the line Y = mx + b}.

Clearly H is undecidable; otherwise t he Halt ing Problem for the Universal
Tur ing Machine would be decidable.

Similarly, consider Theorem 5. Let t he instance of U-TI-PCP be the
string x and let A = I (w). Denote the IFS constructed in the proof of the
theorem as IFS(A) and consider the set

M = {A E Q n [0, 1] I IFS(A) is not totally disconnected} .

The set M is also und ecidable. It can be viewed as a map of parameterized
family of IFSs. Note that M is defined in the spirit of the Mandelbrot set M

M = {c E C I J (c) is connected}

where J (c) is the Juli a set for the dynamical system j(z) = Z 2 + c. The
above could also been writ ten as

M = {c E C 1 IFS(c) is not totally disconnected}

where

IFS(c) = {C ;~, -~}.

A Mutually Recursive Funct ion System (MRFS ) is a generalizat ion of
the IFS discussed in [4, 5J. An MRFS is a system of n mutually recursive
definit ions. An ordinary IFS is a special case of MRFS with n = 1. MRFSs
are equivalent to Recurr ent IFS developed in [2]. Here we consider a very
special case of MRFS which we call Projective IFS. A Project ive IFS is a
standard IFS I given by {X ;WI , W2 , . . . , W N } and an affine transformation p
(which need not be contractive). T he fractal defined by this Projective IFS
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is p(A) where A is the attractor of I. T his Proj ective IFS can be writ ten as
the following MRFS:

A = wl(A) U w2(A) U· ·· U wN(A)
B = p(A)

where B is the "display" variable (see [4, 5]).
We now show that the membership problem is undecidable for MRFS .

Theorem 6. Given a planar Projective IPS, it is undecidable to test if the
point (0,0) belongs to its attractor.

Proof. Let I = { [a , IF ; W l , W2, "" WN } be an IFS. Now th e attractor of thi s
IFS will intersect the diagonal line segment with endpoints (0, 0) and (1, 1)
if and only if the Project ive IFS consist ing of I and the affine transformation

p(x ,y) = (x - y, 0)

has t he point (0, 0) in its attractor. •

Thus the problem of testing membership of a given (ration al) point in
the at t rac tor of a given MRFS is undecidable. Fur th er, since th ere is an IFS
having the attrac tor A = { (a,on, the inclusion problem is undecidable for
MRFS.

6. Conclusions

This paper provides a link between computability and fractal geometry mo
tivated by some int eresting conjectures of Penrose. It suggests a numb er of
challenging mat hematical problems:

1. Are t here algorithms to test for members hip , inclusion , and equivalence
of IFS ? Is there an algorithm to test if the at t rac tor of a given IFS is
totally disconnected , that is, is a Canto r set? Is there an algorithm to
test if the attractor is connecte d? Can we test whether or not the fract al
dimension of the attractor of a given IFS is less than some rational
numb er? Can we test if t he Hausdorff distance between the at tractors
of two given IFSs is less than some rational number? (The last probl em
is trivially undecidable if the equivalence problem for IFS turns out to
be undecidable.) We conjecture t hat all nont rivial properties of fractals
are undecidable.

2. We have not gone into issues related to the development of a t heory of
computation over the real numbers, bu t rest ricted ourselves to the clas
sical theory of computation over intege rs (rationals) . The development
of a natural theory of computation over the reals rema ins important but
is complicated by ent it ies (real numb ers) requiring infinite descript ion.
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3. From a recreational point of view, it would be int eresting to actually
generate images of the sets Au, H , and M discussed in this pap er by a
judicious choice of transform ations. Do such pictures express the com
plexity of behavior of the Universal Turing Machine? It is possible tha t
the images might turn out to be quite ordinary, since there is nothing
special about the st ruct ure of the Universal Turing Machine. In gener
at ing these pictures, one might use the semi-procedures in Lemm as 1
and 4 to color a point depend ing on how fast t he procedure te rminates .

4. Though this pap er was motivated by Penrose's remarks on fractal ge
ometr y and computability, his conjecture that th e Mandelbrot set is
und ecidable remains an open and ap parent ly difficult problem. Here
we are int erested in answering thi s question und er the Tur ing machine
mod el- th at is, a point should be given as a ra t ional number.

5. Fin ally, can we characterize a fractal corr esponding to a Turing Ma
chine given th e properties of the latter? Of particular int erest would be
to investigate the t ime-space complexity properties. How fract als en
coding Turing Machines solving NP-complete problems will be different
from those encoding Turing machines solving P problems?

In conclusion, the three important disciplines of computability, fract al geom
et ry, and comp lex systems are closely related. This pap er provides addit ional
evidence in support of this belief. Clearly there is an almost unlimited scope
for research aimed at understanding complexity so commonly found in the
physical and math ematical world .
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